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NTRODUCTION
POINTSIR
EYES, GOLDEN GATE,
REDWOOD, AND MUIR WOODS

Northern coastal parks face effects on
temperature, sea level, forests and
other ecosystems, wildfire, wildlife,
and air quality.

work in the San Francisco Bay Area – hence its
astonishing 15 million visitors each year. It has
something for almost anyone – a place to walk
on a beach, tour any of five National Historic
Landmarks, or enjoy wetlands and other coastal
habitats and the wildlife they support.

I

n northern California, 2.2 million visitors a year
are drawn to the spectacular scenery of Point
Reyes National Seashore's beaches, cliffs, and
upland wilderness, home to some of the greatest
biological diversity in the country.

Redwood National Park and Muir Woods
National Monument protect many resources and
offer many attractions. But none rival their
amazing, majestic coast redwoods – up to 35
stories high, as old as 2,200 years, and found
only along California's North Coast.

Golden Gate National Recreation Area is the
“backyard” national park to those who live and

How Hot These Parks Could Get by 2070-2099
With Lower
Emissions

With MediumHigh Emissions

Average of 6 climate models

+ 3.6ºF

+ 6.0ºF

Range of model projections

+ 2.7 to + 5.2ºF

+ 4.2 to + 7.5ºF

Average of 6 climate models

+ 3.7°F

+ 6.0°F

Range of model projections

+ 2.7 to 5.3°F

+ 4.2 to 7.6°F

Average of 6 climate models

+ 3.5ºF

+ 5.7ºF

Range of model projections

+ 2.6 to + 5.0ºF

+ 4.3 to + 6.7ºF

Average of 6 climate models

+ 2.9°F

+ 5.9°F

Range of model projections

+ 2.0 to 4.6°F

+ 4.2 to 7.5°F

Point Reyes NS

Golden Gate NRA

Redwood NP

Muir Woods NM

Table 4. Temperature comparisons to 1961-1990 levels. Data from
World Climate Research Program; analysis by the Rocky Mountain
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Climate Organization.
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These special places and
their nationally important
resources, though, face
several major threats from
human-caused climate
change.
MORE HEAT
Table 4 presents the
climate projections
produced by the Rocky
Mountain Climate
Organization of how much
hotter these parks could
get with lower future levels
of heat-trapping gases or
with medium-high levels.
As is the case with Table 3,
the lowest and highest
individual projections are
shown here, giving a full
picture of the range of
changes suggested by the
different climate models.
With medium-high future
emissions, the average of
the six climate models is
that toward the end of the
century Point Reyes would
be as hot as Santa
Barbara historically has
been. Golden Gate would
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become as hot as Santa Monica Beach;
Redwood, 0.5°F hotter than Santa Barbara; and
Muir Woods, as hot as San Diego. (See page 6.)
SEA LEVEL RISE
A rising sea is one of the greatest threats of an
altered climate. A 2009 report from the California
Climate Change Center projects that lower to
medium-high levels of future emissions of heattrapping gases would lead to the sea level along
the California coast rising by 2.0 to 4.7 feet by the
55
end of the century. The higher sea would result
from expansion of the volume of ocean water
(since water expands when it is warmer) and
melting land-based ice (which adds water to the
oceans).

Point Reyes National Seashore

Other areas vulnerable to a higher sea include
the seashore's other beaches, including Drakes
Beach, which features a wide stretch of beach, a
backdrop of dramatic white sandstone cliffs, and
drive-up access, all of which combine to make it
a very popular place.

Both Point Reyes and Golden Gate are among
the areas highly vulnerable to this sea-level rise.
The threats include both inundation of low-lying
areas and, as storm surges from coastal storms
operate atop a higher sea, increased flooding
and erosion from those storms.

Wetlands, too, are at risk, including the wildliferich estuaries of Abbotts Lagoon and Drakes
Estero, one of the most ecologically pristine
estuaries in California and the only coastal
waters in California that are in the National
Wilderness Preservation System.

At Point Reyes, the National Park Service says
that a higher sea level “will transform the Point
Reyes visitors have come to treasure, both for its
56
wildlife and for its powers to rejuvenate.”

The National Park Service says that seashore
roads at risk of increased flooding include many
of the park's most important roads, including
sections of Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and
Highway 1 along Tomales Bay, Sir Francis Drake
Boulevard at the head of Schooner Bay, and
Highway 1 and the Olema-Bolinas Road along
Bolinas Lagoon. Many of these roads already
flood during winter storms, and governments may
have to expend extra millions of dollars to either
protect or relocate these roads as sea levels
rise even higher.58

Although all coastal areas of the seashore stand
to be affected, the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) has identified the entire western coast of
the seashore as having a very high vulnerability
to a rising sea, based on such factors as wave
heights, the range of local tides, and coastal
57
slopes. Most of this particularly vulnerable side
of the seashore is comprised of Point Reyes
Beach, a very popular 10-mile-long natural,
undeveloped beach.
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Cultural resources are at risk of flooding and
erosion, also, including some of the 120
known sites at Point Reyes that are evidence
of the Coast Miwok Indians settlements going
59
back 5,000 years.
At Golden Gate National Recreation Area,
USGS has rated half of the 59 miles of the
national recreation area's shorelines as very
60
high or high in vulnerability to sea-level rise.
Among the areas identified as at risk in this
study or by NPS are heavily visited Ocean
Point Reyes National Seashore
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Beach, China Beach, and Baker Beach, all near
San Francisco; Muir Beach and Stinson Beach;
broad coastal areas, such as Crissy Field; lower
portions of freshwater streams; historic Fort Point
and its access road; Fort Mason; and portions of
the Presidio of San Francisco, the oldest
continuously used military post in the nation.61
These areas account for many of the park's 15
million visitors a year, one of the highest totals in
the national park system.

An example of a wildlife area important to many
species that could be disrupted by flooding and
erosion from higher seas and storm surges is
Drakes Estero at Point Reyes. It harbors many of
the seashore's harbor seals and shorebirds, plus
endangered species from peregrine falcons and
marbled murrelets to several fish and plant
66
species.
At Redwood, harbor seal and Steller’s sea lion
breeding and haul-out areas could be lost to
higher seas, as could important shorebird
67
areas.

NPS at Golden Gate has been a pioneer in
undertaking forthright public education about the
reality of climate change and its threats to the
park. At one public display – “Sea level is rising
now!” – NPS informs visitors that the impacts of
the higher seas will be especially felt during
winter storms, when storm surge, large waves,
and high tides will flood coastal lowlands, wash
away beaches, and undermine coastal bluffs.
The display also states that what today
represents a 100-year coastal flood would likely
occur every year.62

Point Reyes is particularly famous for its diversity
of bird life. With nearly 490 species recorded –
fully 45 percent of all bird species in North
America – the seashore easily claims the prize
for the most bird species identified in any U.S.
national park. The seashore's species total is
larger than the bird lists of 40 entire states.
Widespread changes have already begun
occurring, in California and across America, in
where bird species live and the timing of their
migration.68 For the future, significant changes
have been projected in where bird species will
live.69 One projection for California is that by
2070 over half of the state could be populated by
novel assemblages of bird species, as birds both
expand and contract their ranges in response to
the effects of a disrupted climate.70 Widespread
changes affecting America's birdlife can be
expected to be manifested at Point Reyes, and
changes in the bird species present at the
seashore must be considered likely. As
anywhere, the effects are most likely to first
appear among species that already are at risk,
especially those with specialized needs for
habitats that are vulnerable. An example is the
western snowy plover, a threatened species that
nests on the seashore's beaches and so is at risk
of losing habitat to sea-level rise.

“If global warming progresses at predicted
rates, sea level could rise three feet or
more by the end of this century. The park
could lose its beaches and suffer severe
coastal erosion. Historic buildings,
archaeological sites, and roads will be
threatened.”
National Park Service63

At Redwood, shoreline resources endangered by
sea-level rise include 15 miles of sandy beaches,
estuaries, lagoons, stretches of Highway 101, a
64
visitor center, campgrounds, and picnic areas.
DISRUPTION OF WILDLIFE

Gene Nieminen
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Among the many effects of higher seas and of
storm surges reaching further inland because
they start atop higher seas is likely to be a loss of
important areas of wildlife habitat. At Point
Reyes, harbor seals could lose haul-out sites
where the seals pup, molt, and rest. These are
crucial areas for sustaining the local year-round
population of about 7,000 harbor seals at the
seashore, which make up 20 percent of the
mainland population of the species in the state.
For this and other reasons, NPS states that
future climate change could dramatically alter the
number of seals and the location of their colonies
at the seashore.65

Piping plover
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percent of their annual water supply.
Their adaptations to get moisture from
fog include branches covered with fine
needles that are very efficient at
catching the fog, which then condenses
and falls to the forest floor below, where
their roots can absorb the water.71
But a recent study indicates that
significantly less fog is drifting in from
the Pacific Ocean, stressing the trees
and this unique coastal ecosystem.
Scientists have found that during the
last century the amount of fog has
dropped by about one-third. At the same
time, records show that the temperature
Redwood National Park
difference between the coast and
interior California has also declined
substantially, in step with the decreasing fog. The
RISKS TO COAST REDWOODS
scientists who did this study expect that a longterm continuation of the decline in summer fog
Coast redwoods are limited to a few hundred
would affect future growth of the area's coast
coastal miles in northern California, where a
favorable confluence of location, climate, and
redwoods.72 These trees, the tallest in the world,
elevation provides the only place where they can
may have future trouble growing so high.
be found. Redwood National Park and Muir
Woods National Monument are among the
For northern California, models do not show clear
favored spots.
or consistent projections of changes in total
precipitation. In Muir Woods, to the south, less
Crucially, the cool, moist air created by the
precipitation is expected in the future. (See page
Pacific Ocean keeps the trees there continually
7.) If both precipitation and fog levels go down
damp, even during summer droughts. The
there, that could be even more problematic for
summertime fog, in fact, provides about 40
that park’s coast redwoods.73

“Decreases in summer fog could
devastate the majestic, centuries-old
redwood trees at Muir Woods.”
National Park Service74
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JOSHUA TREE,INTRODUCTION
DEATH VALLEY, AND MOJAVE

Southern California parks face effects
on temperature, plants and ecosystems,
wildfire, wildlife, and air quality.

Mountains; and the Mojave Desert. The park's
namesake Joshua tree, a testament to the
resilience and vulnerability of life in the desert, is
part of a rich breadth of plant life in the park.
In Mojave National Preserve, the third largest
national park in the contiguous United States, the
Great Basin, Sonoran, and Mojave deserts
converge. It is a land of mountain ranges, sand
dunes, great mesas, and extinct volcanoes, with
a wide variety of desert plant life in combinations
that exist nowhere else in the country.

T

hese three natural treasures in southern
California encompass an incredible diversity
of landscapes and ecosystems.
Death Valley National Park is famous for its
extremes – having the hottest place in North
America, with summer highs routinely topping
120ºF; the driest; and the lowest, 282 feet below
sea level. It also is the largest national park in the
contiguous United States.

MORE HEAT
The RMCO climate projections for these parks
are presented in Table 5, again with the range of
all six projections for each emissions scenario as
well as the average of the six.

Joshua Tree National Park spans three California
ecosystems: the Colorado Desert (an extension
of the Sonoran Desert); the Little San Bernardino

How Hot These Parks Could Get by 2070-2099
With Lower
Emissions

With MediumHigh Emissions

Average of 6 climate models

+ 4.4ºF

+ 7.4ºF

Range of model projections

+ 2.9 to + 6.0ºF

+ 4.7 to + 9.0ºF

Average of 6 climate models

+ 4.9°F

+ 8.1°F

Range of model projections

+ 3.0 to 6.9°F

+ 5.0 to 10.2°F

Average of 6 climate models

+ 4.7ºF

+ 8.0ºF

Range of model projections

+ 3.0 to + 6.5ºF

+ 5.0 to + 9.8ºF

Joshua Tree NP

Death Valley NP

The average projection
with medium-high
emissions would make
Death Valley much hotter
than any place in North
America, as the park
already is the hottest on
this continent. Joshua Tree
would be 5.1ºF hotter than
Death Valley historically
has been, and Mojave
7.3ºF hotter. (See page 6.)
INTOLERABLE HEAT

Mojave NPRES

Table 5. Temperature comparisons to 1961-1990 levels. Data from
World Climate Research Program; analysis by the Rocky Mountain
Climate Organization.75
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Already among the hottest
places in the country,
these parks could become
intolerably hot for many
people for longer stretches
of the year. In the Death
Valley of today, most
summer days exceed
100ºF. In 2001 there were
154 such days. Days even
get much hotter than that.
The summer of 1996 had
40 days over 120ºF, and

105 days over 110ºF. Joshua Tree and Mojave,
too, have many extremely hot days. If their
average temperatures approach or exceed Death
Valley's historical averages, their hottest days
would get even hotter.

Days Per Year Over 100°F

Visitors to these desert parks face real exposure
to this heat, since they typically are outdoors, not
in air-conditioned buildings. Already, Joshua
Tree's lowest monthly visitation levels are in June
through September, and Death Valley's July
visitation is lower than all other non-winter
76
months. By contrast, most national parks see
much higher visitation in summer than in other
seasons. With even more extremely hot days,
summer visitation to the desert parks in the future
may be much less than it otherwise would be.

“Some recreation areas that are already
hot during the summer recreation
season will see decreases in use.”
U.S. Climate Change Science Program77

LOSS OF JOSHUA TREES
The namesake plant species of Joshua Tree
National Park is, as one would expect, found
there. Death Valley and Mojave also have the
trees, with the latter park home to the largest
Joshua tree forest anywhere.
But scientists believe that the hotter
temperatures in all three parks in the future likely
will eliminate them from much of their current
range, including throughout the park named for
them. In a study, scientists identified the climate
conditions in which Joshua trees can survive and
compared them to seven climate projections – six
from individual models and another from an
ensemble of 22 models. Each projection shows
that suitable climate conditions for Joshua trees
will be eliminated across most of its current
range, leaving perhaps only 10 percent suitable
for the tree's continued survival. Most of the
Joshua tree's range in California, including all of
Joshua Tree National Park, would no longer be
able to sustain the species. Stands would be
greatly reduced in the other desert parks.
Conditions are projected to remain sustainable
for some existing populations – in California, only
in the northernmost Mojave Desert, and also in
parts of Nevada, Arizona, and Utah. The Joshua
tree's ability to expand into new suitable areas
will be constrained by limits on seed dispersal.78

Figure 2. Figure source: U.S. Global Change
Research Program.79

These projections are consistent with the longstanding scientific understanding that Joshua
trees need crisp winter freezes to flower and set
seeds. Apparently the freezing temperatures
damage the growing end of a branch and
stimulate flowering, which is necessary for seed
80
production.
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A study done in Joshua Tree National
Park also documents that Joshua trees
have low rates of survival when
damaged by wildfires and even lower
rates when wildfire is followed by
drought conditions.81 As wildfires have
become more common in the desert
because of the spread of non-native
grasses (see below) and drought
conditions are expected to become
more common in a disrupted future
climate, this study, too, suggests that
persistence of Joshua trees is imperiled
there.
BREAKUP OF ECOSYSTEMS
Joshua Tree National Park

Changes in temperature and
precipitation can drive the breakup of existing
assemblages of places, plants, and animals.
Deserts across the arid Southwest are projected
to get even hotter and drier in this century,
feeding a self-reinforcing cycle of invasive
plants, fire, and erosion. Invasive plants can be
major threats because some are highly
adaptable to hotter or otherwise changed
conditions, reproduce quickly, and crowd out
82
native plants.

The desert tortoise, a threatened species, could
be further stressed by a hotter and drier climate
at Death Valley, Joshua Tree, and Mojave. Desert
tortoise populations have been in a state of
decline in the Mojave and Sonoran deserts of
southern California since the 1950s, with average
populations dropping from 200 to only 5 to 60 per
square mile.

Perhaps the greatest such threat now present in
a desert park is not in California but in Saguaro
National Park in Arizona. There, the invader is
buffelgrass, an introduced African species, which
is disrupting the park and nearby areas, primarily
83
by promoting the spread of wildfire. As a U.S.
Geological Survey scientist says, “Buffelgrass is
the worst environmental problem we face in the
Sonoran Desert. We're getting ready to see the
unhinging of a unique American ecosystem.”84

Like all reptiles, tortoises have minimal ability to
self-regulate their internal temperature, and when
the air temperature exceeds 91°F or so they
must find shade or retreat to burrows to survive.
Droughts also force the tortoises to spend more
time in their underground burrows to minimize
water loss. The tortoises normally spend about
95 percent of their time in burrows, so more time
there would further limit their ability to search for
food, which itself could be reduced by droughts.

California desert parks do not now face anything
as severe as the buffelgrass problem in Arizona.
But the National Park Service staff in Joshua
Tree has already documented the extensive
spread into the park of non-native grasses of the
type that can be promoted by an altered climate,
such as red brome and cheatgrass. Among the
effects are changes in the desert's natural fire
regime. Historically, wildland fires in desert
systems such as these were rare and covered
limited areas. Native plant communities evolved
without a tolerance for fires. Over the past 40
years, however, wildfires have been occurring
more frequently and burning larger areas
85
because of the spread of non-native grasses.

Reproduction also could be affected by hotter
and drier conditions. Females lay fewer eggs
during drought years, and elevated soil
temperatures could threaten eggs that are laid.
The gender of tortoises is determined by soil
temperature during incubation, with only females
being born when temperatures are above about
89°F, so a hotter climate could change gender
ratios. And soil temperatures above 95°F are
86
lethal to developing young tortoises.

LOSS OF WILDLIFE

Desert bighorn sheep in California are also
vulnerable to climate disruption. Of 80 separate
populations that roamed southern California
about 65 years ago, 30 no longer exist. Scientists
20

consistently exceeded the old federal healthbased air quality standard, with readings among
the worst anywhere in the national park system.
In 2007, for example, of nearly 50 park units with
monitoring stations in or near the park, Joshua
Tree had the highest measured ozone levels and
the second highest number of days (40)
exceeding the maximum 8-hour average
89
concentration of the old standard. In a hotter
climate, achieving and maintaining air quality that
protects people’s health will be even harder,
90
requiring additional emission control measures.
(See page 13.)

have determined that the local extinctions
87
occurred most often in the hottest, driest areas.
Other research in Utah and New Mexico shows
that birth and survival rates of desert bighorn
lambs there go up in wet years and down in dry
years.88 So projections for a hotter, drier climate
raises concerns about the desert bighorn's future
across its range, including in California’s desert
parks.
MORE AIR POLLUTION
Death Valley, Joshua Tree, and Mojave already
have excessive levels of ozone, having
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TACKLING CLIMATE DISRUPTION

To keep California’s national parks such
special places, new efforts will be
needed to protect their resources. Even
more important will be reducing heattrapping gases enough to avoid
dangerous climate disruption.

they manage, and work to reduce all the
stresses that pose critical risks.
?
NPS should develop area-specific and
resource-specific plans to protect the
particular resources and values most at risk
from climate change and other stresses.
?
National Park Service officials and managers
should speak out publicly about how climate
change and its impacts threaten the areas for
which they are responsible and the broader
ecosystems on which they depend.
?
NPS managers should use environmental
education programs to inform visitors about a
changed climate and its impacts in managed
areas and about what is being done to
address climate change and those impacts.
The NPS should require concessionaires in
parks to do so, too.
?
The Congress and the Administration should
adequately fund NPS actions to address a
changing climate.
?
The NPS should reduce emissions in its own
operations, and provide information to visitors
on those actions to inspire them to undertake
their own emission reduction actions.
?
The Congress and the Administration should
rebuild and enhance the scientific and
research capacity the NPS had prior to 1993.

A

s the risks of a changed climate dwarf all
previous threats to our national parks, new
actions to face these new risks must also be on
an unprecedented scale. Parks should be
managed to preserve their resources at risk, to
adapt as best as possible to unavoidable
changes, and to provide visible leadership in
addressing climate change. Ultimately, of course,
we need to curtail emissions of climate-changing
pollutants enough to reduce their impacts, in
parks and everywhere else.
A full suite of actions by the National Park
Service and others will be needed to protect
national parks and their imperiled resources.
Recommended actions were outlined in section 9
of National Parks in Peril: The Threats of Climate
Disruption, an October 2009 report by the Rocky
Mountain Climate Organization and the Natural
Resources Defense Council.91 In September
2010, NPS adopted its first-ever Climate Change
92
Response Strategy. It provides an excellent
roadmap, with many of the steps that are needed
and within the Service's control. Now NPS
actions are needed to implement that strategy.
Also, Congress and others need to take
additional actions that are within their areas of
responsibility. Examples include:

“The focus of the climate change
discussion has largely shifted from
the evidence that climate change is
occurring to what we can do about it.
As stewards of our nation's natural
and cultural heritage, we have an
obligation to act now.”

?
The NPS should consider the combined
effects of climate change and of other
stresses on the resources and values of areas

Jon Jarvis, Director
National Park Service93
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Accordingly, EPA issued consensus
national standards on April 1 to cut global
warming pollution from new vehicles. And
on May 13, EPA issued a rule requiring
that the biggest new and expanded
pollution sources start applying available
and affordable pollution control measures
starting in 2011.

PREVENTING DANGEROUS CLIMATE
DISRUPTION
This section contributed by Theo Spencer,
Natural Resources Defense Council
Ultimately, to protect California’s national parks
for the enjoyment of this and future generations,
it will take actions by all of us to reduce
emissions of heat-trapping pollutants enough so
that climate disruption does not overwhelm these
special places.

EPA authority must also be maintained to
institute the tightest pollution controls
necessary to protect public health and the
environment. That includes standards for
the pollution that causes smog and other
dangerous and fatal respiratory ailments,
pollution of hazardous materials like
mercury and dioxin, and dangerous waste
from power plants and other industrial
facilities.

California must continue strong implementation
of AB 32, the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006. The cornerstones of this
effort are a firm cap that declines over time, costeffective energy efficiency, and pursuit of clean
energy resources. Strategies to cut global
warming pollution will protect California's
environment, improve public health, and grow the
economy by stimulating development of new
technologies and processes for reducing
pollution.

·
Overcoming barriers to investment in
energy efficiency to lower emissionreduction costs, starting now. To fully
harness energy efficiency potential, many
opportunities require additional federal,
state, or local policies to unleash
investments that are already costeffective even without a price on
greenhouse gas emissions. Policies
include building, industry, and appliance
efficiency (standard) upgrades, as well as
incentives for “smart” transportation and
growth and for advanced vehicles.

The federal government also must lead the way,
with broad, aggressive actions on four essential
fronts:
·
Enacting comprehensive mandatory limits
on global warming pollution to reduce
emissions by at least 20 percent below
current levels by 2020 and 80 percent by
2050. This will deliver the reductions that
scientists currently believe are the
minimum necessary, and provide
businesses the economic certainty
needed to make capital investments to
achieve those reductions.

·
Accelerating the development and
deployment of emerging clean-energy
technologies to lower long-term emission
reduction costs. That means incentives
and investments in renewable electricity,
low-carbon fuels, and carbon capture and
storage; a federal renewable-energy
standard; and infrastructure upgrades to
support transmission capacity for these
renewable assets. Finally, regulations are
needed to require any new coal-fired
power plant to capture and permanently
geologically sequester at least 85 percent
of its carbon dioxide emissions, along
with state and federal regulatory
frameworks for site selection, operation,
and monitoring for carbon capture and
geologic storage systems.

·
Protecting the current Clean Air Act
authority of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). This includes
current authority under the Clean Air Act
to set standards to curb global warming
pollution from vehicles, power plants, and
large industrial sources. The Supreme
Court held in its landmark 2007 decision
that EPA must act if it finds, based on the
science, that carbon dioxide and other
global warming pollutants endanger
public health and the environment.
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